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CRISIS IN FAMILY LAW

Children as Victims of Divorce

Introduction

This report discusses divorce statistics, methods of resolving
family disputes, the marital contract, the public's image of
divorced fathers, fatherhood, non-custodial mothers, the divorce
industry, and other topics related to divorce. To the extent that
these subjects affect children of divorce, they are the concern of
the National Council for Children's Rights.

This report concludes that for the sake of our child's mental and
financial well being there is an immediate need for reform of our
marital and divorce laws. Specific laws and objectives of much
needed changes are also included.

"Obtaining justice in too many of our courts takes too long and
costs too much.... Unchecked, such a trend will cause the average
citizen to tire, run out of money and finally turn away from the
courts, cynical and disillusioned" states the American Bar

.Association (ABA) in a recent publication that covers all aspects of
our justice system (1). Family law, the subject of this report,
accounts for about one-half of all civil court cases (2). The total
number of civil filings is estimated at 12 million per year, or one
lawsuit for every 13 adults in the United States (3).

The current adversarial system produces unnecessary lawsuits, long
delays, exorbitant costs, alienation of children from parents, and
hostile feelings between ex-spouses. It penalizes and exploits
victims of failing marriages, is emotionally disturbing to children,
and diverts family dollars away from children.

Our family law system is in a state of crisis. It creates serious
problems for children who are the innocent victims of a divorce that
they did not ask for.

In our haste to dismantle our families, a highly profitable divorce
industry and huge government bureaucracies, in the form of family
courts, child support enforcement agencies, and a parent locator
system (to name a few) have been created.

Many states have already initiated reform by offering an alternative
to the adversarial system; others have not. .Many states have
instituted more equitable laws regarding marital property and
custody; others have not. As a result of a 1984 congressional
recommendation state governors are just now considering the non-
financial needs of children of divorce, one of the primary needs
being a relationship with both parents.
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The Six Year Marriage

The divorce rate in the United States has more than tripled during
the past 20 years (4). In 1982/ with 230 million Americans in this
country, 2,495,000 marriage licenses were issued to couples wishing
to form families while another 1,180,000 American families were
granted divorces. More than two divorces were granted to Americans
every minute in 1982 (5).

In the early 1980's, about one-half of all marriages ended in
divorce, with the median marriage lasting 6.8 years (6). Consider-
ing that it takes about 1 year to obtain a divorce, then the median
marriage began to fail in less than 6 years!

As a result of the high divorce rate, the complex of professionals
who service those seeking divorce has likewise grown to fill their
needs. In many communities, new courthouses, new mental health
clinics, new social-service offices, and new child-support
facilities are being constructed in order to keep up with the
increasing numbers of litigating spouses and ex-spouses. More and
more attorneys are finding financial rewards in family law (7). The
high divorce rate, fueled by the adversarial process, has created a
.lucrative divorce industry and has impaired the parent-child
relationship for over 1 million children each year (8).

Resolving Marital DisputesTrial By Battle

Spousal disputes that occur when marriages fail may be resolved by
two methods: the adversarial method, as through court litigation,
and the non-adversarial method, as through mediation.

"Our current litigation system developed from the middle ages as a
humane alternative to trial by battle. It is frequently called the
adversary process...." (9) This antiquated system has its roots in
resolving disputes by the outcome of a duel (10). In the -

adversarial process each litigant is forced to take opposing views
and to prove their adversary is at fault.

For instance, in order to present an effective custody case, one
spouse must convince the court that the opposing spouse is an unfit
parent. Thus, allegations of child-buse, drug-abuse, alchoholism,
adultery, etc. often abound.

The invalidation of each spouse by the other produces anguish and
irrevocable emotional trauma in spouses and their children. Thus,
in custody cases, the adversary process is antagonistic to the needs
of the children (11).
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In contrast to the adversarial system, the non-adversarial method
reduces and sometimes eliminates the need and cost for attorneys,
private investigators, social workers, judges, court reporters,
clerks, and administrators.

The ABA reports that "These (non-adversarial dispute resolution)
programs are seen not only as effective ways in which to make the
justice system more efficient and more responsive to citizens'
needs, but also as grass roots community institutions in need of and
meriting government support" (12).

The Divorce Industry

Chief Justice Warren E. Burger states that "The obligation of (the
legal) profession is to serve as healers of human conflicts" (13).
However, not all attorneys heed this advice.

Many attorneys encourage divorcing spouses to become enemies of each
other and discourage spouses from using a conciliatory approach.
. The more heated the battle, the longer it will last and the more
money the litigants will have to pay. "The modus operandi of
lawyers [is to] seek minor adjustments rather than comprehensive
solutions; delay as much as they can; and frequently lay the ground-
work for future conflict (which ensures future business for them-
selves) ...." states a George Washington University professor (14).

Without practical consumer-oriented marriage laws and without
mandatory requirements for mediation, victims of failing marriages
are exploited nationwide. Victims are intimidated by legal jargon,
required to appear in frightening courts, made to feel guilty about
their failure as spouses, and then force- to pay large sums to
their attorneys, and possibly to their ex-spouses' attorney, as
well.

In this manner, the adversarial form of divorce has become an
industry that produces billions of dollars per year income for
attorneys alone (15). Thus, the divorce industry diverts money
that could have been spent on the children of failing marriages
while further traumatizing spouses and their children.

To Litigate or Mediate?

Many people believe that the family-law court is the only means for
divorcing spouses to resolve their disputes. Such disputes arise
when issues such as child or spousal support, property distribution,
child custody, or child access to his or her parents (visitation)
carnot be resolved between the divorcing spouses.
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Mediation as a form of dispute resolution is neither encouraged nor
made a first option by most judges nor by most state laws. Since
1980 only 7 states have introduced laws that either require
mediation or make it an option (16).

When mediation is used, a couple is expected to spend at least 3
sessions with the mediator. If spouses and ex-spouses reach an
amicable, out-of-court agreement with or without a mediator, they
are required to petition the court for approval of their agreements.
Although the court is always involved in the approval of divorce and
related agreements, the legal costs are considerably less when
agreements are reached before appearing in court.

When mediation is used, it has been proven effective, inexpensive,
less time consuming, and eliminates much emotional trauma (17).
When divorcing spouses must resolve their disputes as adversaries,
only the divorce industry wins.

Too few families and too few legislatures are aware of the benefits
of mediation. Yet the number of mediators is growing rapidly, and
state laws are being considered for the training and certification
of mediators (18). In California, mandatory mediation and/or
conciaation is required in all custody and visitation cases before
the courts will hear the case (19). Should this approach be
required nationwide for all marital issues in dispute?

Is Our Marital Contract Obsolete?

Can a better marital contract minimize disputes? We may get an
answer to this question if we consider marriage a partnership and
then look at other forms of partnership agreements.

When partnerships are formed for business purposes, it is a common
practice to spell out the method for resolving disputes. Provisions
for the dissolution ot the partnership are also included. That is,
business partners may agree on a mediator or arbitrator and on a
method of dividing assets and liabilities in the event the business
fails.

Partnership agreements are legal, encouraged by attorneys, and are
upheld by our courts. In the event of a business failure, these
agreements cause less anguish than if no such agreements existed.
If disputes occur, or if the business fails, each partner is better
prepared; they have already thought out and agreed to a solution.

However, in the case of marital contacts, the courts are slow to
accept such an agreement (20). Their reason is steeped in tradition
and not in logic. The marriage ceremony originated as a religious
function and was performed by the church. The contract was based
upon an "until-death-do-us-part" commitment. There was no intention
of breaking the contract and no need to plan for the demise of the
marriage.
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The courts also argue that only they have the power to resolve
marital disputes. They believe that divorce is promoted if spouses
are permitted to spell out the terms of dissolution (21). Because
of this, pre-marital agreements that concern children, and sometimes
property rights, will not always be considered as legally binding
(22).

But the court's autonomy on these issues is slowly eroding as new
state and federal laws help resolve marital disputes, whether or not
these issues are addressed by a marriage contract. Will new laws
permit future marriage contracts, like partnership agreements, to
contain all the terms of dissolution?

A Child's Need for Two Parents

Legal custody gives a parent the right to make decisions concerning
the child's education, vacation, medical treatment, and religion.
'Physical custody relates to the child's residence. Living with a
parent gives the child a close, loving, and personal relationship
with that parent. Joint custody permits both parents to share the
responsibilities and rewards of both legal and physical custody. A
variety of joint-custody living arrangements are available which are
suitable to the needs of minor children.

Thirty-three states now allow minor children of divorced parents the
right to the love, guidance, and discipline of both parents through
joint-custody laws (23). Despite joint-custody statutes and court
rulings, customs are slow to change and many judges still favor
mothers as the sole custodian, unless proven unfit (24). In 13 out
of the 33 states, joint custody is the preference, unless it is not
in the best interest of the child. In another 8 states, the highest
court has said that joint custody may be awarded. This means that
in 41 states either the legislature or the highest court favors
joint custody.

In the states with joint custody, ex-spouses can share in raising
children. That is, each parent retains a portion of legal and
physical custody of the child through shared parenting. Thus, each
spouse has the right to parent his or her child after divorce.

Should a state deny children the love and care of a nurturing parent
because the child's parents are divorced?
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Thrust of New Laws

The courts have begun to lose their grip on settling all divorce
disputes. For example, 42 states have established community
property or equitable property distribution laws that require an
equal split of marital property (25), thereby reducing the need for
litigation.

More recently, a spouse's pension fund has been considered as
communal property (26). Upon divorce, either pension payments are
partitioned, or a lump-sum payment is awarded to the non-pensioned
ex-spouse. In addition, the New York.state high court ruled that a
medical license received by a man whose wife helped put him through
school has a long term value that should be divided when the couple
divorced (27).

Federal guidelines and laws for enforcing child-support and spousal-
support payments, with a minimum of court procedures, are being
developed and implemented (28). Additionally, laws regarding access
of children to non-custodial parents, grandparents, and relatives
are slowly evolving as state codes.

Through visitation enforcement and joint custody, children of
divorce are permitted the love and guidance from those who loved
them prior to the divorce. Grandparents now have guara:.teed
visitation rights, by state law or court decisions, in 45 states.
Stepparents are fighting for similav rights (29).

A law establishing the venue for litigating child custody first
became effective in 1968. The purpose of this law is to reduce
child snatching in parents' attempts to find another county or state
more favorable to their case than their own (30).

The pendulum of "favoritism" in divorce is swinging towards a more
neutral position. Consider the issue of custody of minor children.
Prior to 1910, women did not have the right to vote, few owned
property, and job opportunities for women were scarce. Because
women were without financial means and both women and children were
considered as chattel of men, men were favored as the sole custodial
parent (31). However, from the 1920's through the 1960's mothers
were favored as the sole custodial parent under the "tender years"
doctrine (32). Currently, more and more states are opting for a
more neutral doctrine, that of joint custody.

The term "alimony" has been dropped by most states in favor of
"spousal support," and it is now awarded on the basis of need,
regardless of sex, rather than as a right (33).

The thrust of changing divorce-related laws is to make ex-spouses
self supportive, independent, and equal with regard to equity in
marital property and pensions. Likewise, the raising of children
and paying their financial expenses are also headed in the direction
of joint responsibility. However, all of the nation's legislators
must be made aware of the thrust of these new laws and of the need
in divorcing families for these equitable laws.
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Child Support: By Administration or Litigation?

Consider the following: Most taxpayers do not object to filling out
forms Dr to employing an accountant to compute their taxes.
Computation is done by means of gross income, allowable expenses,
and a formula. It would be ridiculous and immensely costly for the
U.S. Government to drag every taxpayer into court in order to
litigate the amount of taxes owed. Yet this very practice is
employed by the divorce industry when establishing child-support
payments.

Formulas and data exist regarding the cost of raising children. The
state uses such information in order to compute the amount of
payments given to foster parents for expenses of adopted children.
Yet neither this administrative method nor other equitable formulas
are used in the courts to determine child-support awards.
Litigation as a means of establishing child support is another
process in need of reform; it must yield to an administrative
process (34).

Income Redistribution

In 1984, Congress asked the states to devise wage assignment
statutes to assure the collection of court-ordered child support
payments. Congress also asked the states to devise support
guidelines by 1987 (35).

This action by Congress allows for the possibility of forceably
equalizing incomes by taking it from one class, the non-custodial
parent, and giving it to another, the custodial parent.

E.J. Espenshade estimates that low income families spend $75,000
rearing a child to its 18th year, middle class families spend about
$82,000, and upper class families spend about $98,C00 (36).

Two states which have income redistribution are Wisconsin and
Delaware. Under the Wisconsin child support plan, 17 percent of a
non-custodial parent's net income is paid to the custodial parent
for the first child. The Melson formula is applied in Delaware and
uses a complicated computation to arrive at an almost similar
percentage.

In neither state is there a cap or limit to the percentage of the
non-custodial parent's income that goes to child support.

If a non-custodial parent should earn $35,000, 17 percent of that
would be $5,950. $5,950 paid over 18 years is equal to $107,100.
According to Espenshade's figures, the custodial parent at the high
income level would not be contributing anything to child's support,
and would, moreover, have $9,100 in disposable income.
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Yet state laws everywhere say that child support is a responsibil-
ity of both parents. The leading court cases indicate that the needs
the child are food, clothing, shelter, and schooling, though add-ons
could certainly occur, such as for day care, if needed.

Some leading cases (37) state that non-custodial parents are legally
obligated to pay only for the reasonable expenses for raising their
children. These expenses are food, clothing, shelter, and the
necessities cf life (Hood v Hood). The neads and financial status
of both parents must be considered (Melzer v Witsberger).

In these and other cases the needs of the child determine the amount
and the parents pay in relation to their respective ability to do
so. Thus, if the needs of the child are, say $5,000 per year, and
parent A has twice the net income as parent B, parent A will pay
two-thirds of the $5,000 or $3,333.

The formula adopted by the Oregon supreme court in Smith v Smith
seems the fairest because not only is it related to the cost of
raising the child, but also it credits each parent with the amount
of time the child spends with that parent.

By contrast, income redistribution is inequitable because there is
no "need" determination, no accountability, and therefore no "cap"
as to what the non-custodial parent pays. The non-custodial parent
pays what the state orders, without regard to the child's needs.

Two Classes of Children

A majc).7 objection to income redistribution is that it will create
two classes of children: children of the first marriage make up
one class while children of a subsequent (and intact) marriage of
the non-custodial parent make up the second class.

The children of a subsequent marriage can only obtain economic
benefits from a parent if the parent agrees. No court can order the
parent of an intact family to provide beyond the necessities. The
parents of an intact marriage have the sole say as to how much they
spend on their children. This is not so for the non-custodial
parent. The non-custodial parent has no vote on how his or her
court-ordered, child-support payments are spent.

Unlike children of a subsequent marriage, children of an earlier,
dissolved marriage have a legal tie to their non-custodial parent's
wallet. These children can go to court via the custodial parent to
enforce their demands for more money whereas the other class of
children cannot.



The children of dissolved marriages (through the custodial parents)
do not have to provide accountability as to how money is spent.
Children of intact marriages do.

Is the establishment of two classes of children good for children?
What effect will income redistribution have on second families? Are
we dealing with a radical change in public policy which should be
subject to public debate rather than being slipped in under the
guise of equitable child support?

Visitation Arrearage?

Studies show that the custodial parent denies visitation or
interferes with visitation in about 50 percent of the scheduled
visits (38). Denial of court-ordered visitation of these pro-
portions is a national epidemic. Yet only a few states have
addressed the child's need for enforced court-ordered visitation.

In the area of child-support enforcement there are federal, state,
and county agencies that, working together, employ administrative
and punitive means. Few of our nation's county or state agencies
will investigate visitation complaints. Fewer will order the
custodial parent to allow for make-up of visitation arrearage, as
Michigan case workers do (39).

Should state and local agencies that enforce child-support awards
also enforce child-visitation awards? Should a judge's order for
visitation deserve the same respect as an order for support? Would
non-custodial parents have more respect for support orders if
custodial parents had more respect for visitation orders?
Furthermore, the term "visitation" implies that the non-custodial
parent is merely a visitor. "Child access" or another more
appropriate term should be used in place of "visitation rights."

A New Look at Marriage and Dissolution

Prior to the advent of no-fault auto insurance, an American involved
in an auto accident was in a similar situation of judicial crisis.
Without laws that spelled out the responsibilities of accident
victims and insurance companies, these victims found that they had
to use the court-devised adversary system to resolve their disputes.
Many victims of auto accidents soon became victims of unscrupulous
attorneys as well.
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After much public and institutional outcry and effort of advocacy
groups most states enacted no-fault auto insurance. As a result,
money from insurance claims went into the victims'pockets rather
than to lawyers. Thus, reform was achieved and auto victims were
not required to become adversaries of each other and not required to
litigate.

During the past 20 years, more and more con:racts have become
consumer oriented: such contracts include lease agreements, purchase
agreements, loans, and installment sales. State laws require that
all provisions be clearly spelled out in large print and in non-
legal., everyday terms. Also, the consumer has a right of recision
within a specified time. Furthermore, state and county agencies are
established to protect the consumer (40).

Should a 1-month marriage require the same form of litigation as
does a 20-year marriage? Common sense says no, yet the courts say
yes! Consumers have the automatic right to rescind other contracts
within a specified period. Why not the right to rescind a marriage
contract if spousal problems develop within six months and no
children are born?

Upon dissolution of the marital contract, where children are born,
federal, state and local agencies must protect children and families
by establishment of administrative remedies. At present the federal
government has empowered the Department of Health and Human Services
to assist in the collection of child-support payments (41).

Similar assistance is needed to promote meaningful marriage
contracts, child access ("visitation") enforcement, mediation,
uniform and fair support orders, access to children's school
records, joint custody, and many other divorce-related issues that
affect children.

The Divorced Father--a Pathetic Image

Statistics show that the American father rarely gets custody of his
minor children after divorce. Most state laws frustrate the male's
attempt to gain custody (42). As a result many fathers perceive
that the "system" is unjust, and they flee. Those who stay and cannot
meet their child support payments end up in court. Reports about
irresponsible fathers who flee or cannot meet support payments often
appear in the media (43); they are portrayed as a disgrace to both
society and their children. This adverse publie.ty leads many
judges, as well as the public, to believe that most divorced fathers
are uncaring.



The image of the American father is falsely based upon media reports
of a minority who deny their children financial support: an
estimated 25 percent of fathers who are under child-support court
orders do not comply in any manner (44).

The public must be made aware of the 2.5 million divorced fathers
who are financially responsible. They represent three times the
number who pay nothing, and they pay an estimated 10 billion dollars
in support annually (45). These fathers love their children, go
through great pains to affect visitation, and are grieved by the
separation from their children. Some fathers are even emotionally
disabled as a result of the separation (46).

The typical American father is portrayed as "a Dagwood Bumstead, a
well meaning idiot who is constantly outwitted by his children, his
wife and even his dog" states a Temple University professor (47).
After divorce, his image is further denigrated by the media.

By means of television, radio, and the printed word, the American
father must be accurately portrayed; he is generally loving,
caring, competent, protective, and financially responsible. This
image must be projected across the nation in order that he gains the
respect of his children, the courts, and the legislatures. Only by
establishing this respect will the legislature and courts respond to
the legal needs of the American father.

As one author states, "Maybe in time the men of the nation will tire
of such emasculation and will let the offending parties know their
feelings in no uncertain terms. Until it happens, though, the mass
media's mass castration will proceed apace, and the contemporary
American father will be ever more emphatically confirmed as a
vestigial figure." (48)

Poverty and Amorphous Rage

Adversarial procedures rather than psychological, pastoral, or other
conciliatory forms of marriage counseling often destabilize the
troubled family (49).

Of the millions of parents who have consulted with attorneys, many
are encouraged to shed their spouses through divorce. They are
advised to seek a new life with unrealistic expectations of
financial security and a more compatible spouse or partner (50).

Statistics show that married mothers who have become single-parent
mothers have also become the fastest growing segment of the nation's
new poor (51). Is the feminization of poverty linked to the
feminization of custody?
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As a result of unneeded and unwelcome divorce promoted by the
divorce industry, millions of parents may have been unnecessarily
separated from each other and from their children. Currently, more
than 15 million children live in families where fathers are absent
(52), with divorce being a major cause for the father's absence.
Possibly a less adversarial process could have found a solution to
their ailing marriages other than divorce.

The prospect of losing custody in our courts has motivated parents
of 25,000 to 100,000 children to snatch their children each year
(53), change names, and relocate (54). Thus, the tragedy of divorce
is compounded through sole-custody awards.

Millions of divorced women have discovered that they possess useless
separation agreements. These agreements awarded them sole custody
of minor children and promised financial security through court-
ordered support payments. Ex-husbands with no custodial rights have
vanished rather than pay, leaving mothers penniless and children
fatherless (55). On the other hand, fathers with court-awarded
parental responsibility often "stay and pay" (56). It stands to
reason that when the parents are around, so are their wallets.

Many people hope that new federal and state laws providing for wage
assignment, liens, and federal and state tax intercepts, will
radically improve child support collections. Children, however,
need more than financial support, as important as financial support
is.

There is a growing body of evidence that children, girls as well as
boys, are psychologically and socially damaged in fatherless
homes(57). One study indicated that "...in divorced families,
contact with additional adult caretakers was associated with
positive social behaviors shown by the child..." (58).

Other studies showed that children, lacking a father's guidance, are
unable to cope. Many never complete high school. Some children
parent unwanted children. Some turn to drugs, some run away and are
declared as "missing," and others turn to crime or suicide (59). A
Professor of psychohistory states that "...a vast army of
sociopaths...bred in fatherless homes and filled with boundless and
amorphous rage for which they are not to blame...will overrun this
land..." (60). This trend must be reversed. The father's role as a
nurturing parent must be acknowledged by society and protected and'
encouraged by our courts.
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Contempt for Parents!

Contempt for parents is manifested by the:

o lack of visitation enforcement,
o difficulty non-custodial parcats have in obtaining

school records,
o encouragment of low income fathers to leave home so as toincrease welfare benefits to the head of household,o courts ignoring the non-material contributions that

divorced fathers give to their children,o lack of due process in alleged child abuse cases to denya non-custodial parent visitation rights,o courts ignoring the pleadings of a fit parent for jointcustody,
o legislatures ignoring psychological evidence that divorcedparents (regardless of gender) are competent in childraisin

.and
o courts ignoring the Biblical advice that a child should loveand obey his or her father and mother (61)

"When a father seeks a rich and continuing relationship with hischildren after divorce, male lawyers, judges and psychotherapists
-sometimes react with suspicion, derision or hostility....By hav-ing to go on the offensive to obtain a shared parenting arrange-ment men frequently become cast into the role of troublemakerswhen for many their intention is to continue a co-parenting rolethey established within the marriage family. When women opposejoint custody arrangements, they are less likely to be seen astrouble makers and their views less often challenged..." statesa prominent author (62).

Although there is a wealth of evidence that single fathers arecompetent at childrearing (63), many courts are reluctant to acton .this evidence. The denial of a fit father to continue toparent after divorce has caused many of them to be angered by ourjustice system, depressed by the loss of a loved one, and dis-traught by the inability to share their lives with their children.

For those fathers who prefer visitation instead of custody andare denied visitation by the custodial parent, the courts willrarely enforce a visitation agreement (64). In addition,schools often frustrate the father's access to his child's schoolrecords (65). Furthermore, the Federal Parent Locator Service (FPLS)will not assist the non-custodial parent in locating an ex-spouse inthe event that the ex-spouse vanishes with a child; the FPLS iS usedto locate only non-custodial parents.

Fathers of low income families often "leave" their homes toenable their spouses to qualify for welfare payments as the headof a "fatherless" home. The family's total income is then increasedby adding the welfare payment to the father's contribution (66).With this definition of a "fatherless" home and its resultingfinancial reward, the government is discouraging fatherhood.
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Unlike other debts which may be litigated in civil courts, childsupport arises out of a court order. Thus, a father who isbehind in his child support payment violates a court order whichis a criminal act, and is subject to imprisonment (67). No otherclass of debtors, such as those owing consumer debts or owingFederal taxes, are so harshly treated.

Many of these fathers were unemployed and were unable to supporttheir families during marriage. Now that they are divorced, someare harrased for being poor and are arrested as criminals.
The fact that many of these fathers are providing essentialemotional support and non-material contributions for their child-ren will not be considered by the courts as reason to diminishtheir prison sentences.

All states have enacted laws that penalize the financially irre-sponsible father, yet no states have laws that encourage fatherhoodafter divorce, that encourage fathers to make support payments (68),that encourage fathers to visit and to raise their own children(69), that penalize an ex-spouse who alleges child abuse in order to
deny visitation, or that credits divorced fathers with contributionsto their children that are non-material.
In 1978, the right of a fit father to continue to parent afterdivorce was upheld as a constitutionally guaranteed right by theSupreme Court (70). As a result of this decision and an increasein state joint-custody lays, more and more fathers realize thatthey do not have to give up their children upon divorce.
With an estimated 2.5 million fathers who pay billions of dollarsyearly in child support, with over 200 grass roots divorce reformgroups throughout the nation, and with the thrust of new laws,fathers now have the clout to demand that the public and law-makers respect and encourage fatherhood, as much as motherhood,for the sake of our children.

From a Mother's Knot to a Mother Not: Non-Custodial Mother
About one-fifth of all American families with children are sinjleparent households. Twelve percent of the single parent householdsare headed by fathers. This means that an estimated

848,000 mothersdo not live with their children (71).

"What's wrong with you, mother, that you did not get custody?"is a question often asked of divorced mothers who do not havecustody of their children. Society assumes that a mother withoutcustody is unfit, and it often stigmatizes a women whose knot withher children becomes untied.



Not only does society pass a negative judgement, but the motherwithout custody often judges herself harshly for not being a mother.
Dr. Geoffrey Grief, an assistant professor of the University ofMaryland School of Social Work and Community Planning believes guiltto be "more pronunced" among non-custodial mothers than among non-custodial fathers (72). "It's clear that these (non-custodial)mothers' expectations of themselves and society's expectation ofthem are different than fathers. Fathers are expected to be fatherswithout custody."

When one talks to non-custodial mothers, one often finds the sameconcerns that non-custodial fathers have: problems with lack ofaccess to the children, difficulty in paying support, and loss ofcontrol.

Thus, even if Federal Laws required an "affirmative action" programwhereby fathers were given sole custody in 50 percent of all casesnationwide, children of divorce would still suffer; they would haveonly one active parent, and the child would be deprived of the otherparent.

Although fathers are being awarded sole custody in an increasingnumber of cases, should children of divorce be disassociated fromtheir mothers?

Abuse of Child Abuse Laws

Unfortunately, many children are the victims of mental and physicalabuse. They may be abused at home by parents, step-parents, andother family members or by strangers outside of the home. This is adeplorable situation and must be ended. The neutral grounds of theschool allow school personnel to identify an abused child. Thesechildren should be encouraged to articulate such experiences in thissafe enviornment and steps should be taken to end the abuse.
On the other hand, there are fathers who are denied custody orvisitation rights by being falsely accused of child molestation(73). A leading proponent of men's issues has observed thefollowing (74):

"It is difficult enough for fathers to gain equal access tochildrearing opportunities; the divorce process amounts toaffirmative opposition by the government...Predictably, it isthe children who are suffering far more from father deprivationthan from father molestation."
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"Just as men fought to maintain dominance as workers, women arefighting to maintain dominance as parents. Accusations ofchild molesting have become one of their more effective weaponsin this battle. It is important, then, not to allow ajustifiable concern about abuse be exploited as a scare tacticby those who seek to maintain their monopoly of power overraising children."

"There is a surprisingly fine line between molestation andhealthy parent,child physical contact. Because of our sexistheritage, we tend to draw the line more narrowly for fathersthan for mothers. A mother who playfully rubs her nose on herbaby's tummy while changing a diaper would be considered anaffectionate mother. A father.who did so, however, could beaccused of molestation by a hostile ex-wife...and barring avigorous defense by the fatheri she could make those chargesstick. Even with a vigorous and successful defense by thefather, it could be a long time before his visitation rightswere restored."

Child abuse should not be tolerated and neither should the abuse ofchild abuse laws.

Who Pays?

The volume of divorce-related lawsuits has increased rapidly duringthe 1970's and early 1980's while the duration of lawsuits is alsoon the upswing (75). The result is a backlog of cases, delays inlitigation, and a lack of timely solutions.

Cases concerning the needs of children have become exceedinglycomplex, and their resolution often takes months and even years.Meanwhile, the child is growing while his or her needs have been puton hold by the court. Solutions, when finally adjudicated, areeither unexpected or inappropriate.

Not only does the victim of divorce pay his immediate legal costs,but both the victim and the public bear court costs and many hiddencosts (76).

If the custodial parent's income is below the poverty level, taxesare increased to cover additional welfare and aidl-to-familiesrwith-dependent-children (AFDC) payments (77). More social workers,investigators, and administrators are also hired, and moregovernment buildings are needed to house them, all at the taxpayers'expense (78).

When spouses divorce, especially as adversaries, the financialburden of raising their children is shifted, in full or in part, tothe state, and hence to the taxpayer. Is it not time for taxpayersto realize they are paying for ineffective laws, an inefficientdispute resolution system, and the problems of children of divorce?
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Implementing Reform

In summary, a combination of outdated marital and divorce laws,
contempt for parenthood, and the adversarial system result in the
victimization of children through divorce.

The public's image of the divorced American father and the concept
of fatherhood must be improved. Motherhood must be encouraged in
both intact and divorced familes and must not end with divorce. A
parent's image must be correctly portrayed as loving and caring,
regardless of marital status, for the benefit of our children.
Parenthood must gain the respect of the courts and lawmakers.

Furthermore, the public must be made aware that children of divorce
need a close relationship with both their fathers and mothers in
order to develop as socially resonsible adults;

Our marriage contracts, pre-marital agreements, and related marital
laws are obsolete. They do not permit prospective marriage partners
to consider or to elect terms of dissolution. Prospective marriage
partrIrs are not prepared to handle the issues that arise from
divorce, nor are they aware of an alternative to the adversarial
system. Thus, when a marriLge fails, issues of property, custody,
and support are belatedly litigated in a court of law with spouses
as adversaries.

If any industry turned out a product that had a 50-percent failure
rate, as does the institution of marriage, then consumers would be
alarmed and insist upon a government investigation and sweeping
changes. Is not the American marriage in that condition today?

"Because (the rate of divorce is likely to increase), it is i,portant
that parents and children be realistically prepared for the problems
associated with divorce that they may encounter.... Divorce is one
of the most serious crises in contemporary American life. It is a
major social responsiblity to develop support systems for the
divorced family in coping with changes associated with divorce and
in finding means of modifying or eliminating the deleterious after-
effects of divorce..." states a researcher of the effects of
divorce on children (79).

The National Council for Children's Rights identified the following
divorce-related laws that are in need of reform, and believes that
such reform will eliminate the deleterious after effects of divorce
on children while helping to end the crisis in family law.
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LAWS REGARDING

dispute resolution

child support

custody of minor
children

visitation
(child access)

OBJECTIVE OF REFORM

o required mediation preferred to an
adversarial forum

o based on need and the reasonable cost of
raising a child

o parents pay according to their ability,
by formula, with credits for visitation

o awarded jointly to both parents as a
first preference if both parents are fit

o liberally granted to nonr.custodial
parents, grandparents, and relatives

o state or local enforcement with make-up of
visitation arrearages

Also, marital property and pensions should be equitably distributed,
and marriage contracts should permit the terms of dissolution to be
spelled out prior to marriage.

In addition to laws, an educational program is needed to inform the
public on issues and responsibilities of marriage, parenting, and
divorce. Should this educational process begin in our public
schools rather than in our courts?

The National Council Takes the Initiative

The National Council for Children's Rights was established by
divorced parents in 1984 to take the initiative for reforming family
law on a national level. Our goal is to ease the burden that
divorce places on our children.

The National Council is developing an affiliation with over 200
concerned organizations throughout the United States. Many of these
are "grass roots" organizations that provide services to divorced
parents and seek divorce reform on a county and state level. Others
offer expertise and model legislation in areas of, for example,
joint custody, child locating services, and visitation enforcement.

Primarily, they provide much-needed legal and emotional assistance
to children of divorce and to exr.spouses. Many groups have lobbied
at the state level to reform family law in order to assist victims
of divorce. The National Council supports these local groups by
providing a variety of services*and a voice in our nation's capital.

The National Council is a non-profit, tax exempt organization that
offers advocacy, seminars, and informational and educational
services in all issues related to the reform of custody and divorce
law.
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